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Our challenges

The 21st century brought new and complex issues and demands. Today children and young people are growing up in a world, which is facing different challenges from previous generations.

The Earth is under stress from pollution and climate changes. If we want to secure the Earth and not compromise our quality life and from future generations, we need to promote sustainable development and education.

The school education needs to ensure that students develop a broad set of knowledge and skills from early on in life and to make the most of Europe’s human capital, which will ultimately boost employability, competitiveness and growth.

Our aims

From 2019–2021, the 21C-SDG project intends to develop online educational materials about Sustainable Development Goals with the purpose to enhancing students’ knowledge about current societal issues, as well as competencies, such as character, citizenship, collaboration, communication, creativity and critical thinking, which are essential to their full development and success in nowadays.

21C-SDG will:

- Develop learning materials and modules in partnership with teachers and students;
- Launch an online platform where teachers can access all the available material, and share their practices;
- Create diverse channels of communication and sources information on the project (e.g., website, Facebook);
- Provide teacher training workshops at local level;
- Disseminate project results to other schools, institutions and youth organisations in different contexts and formats (e.g., multiplier local events, international conference, journals).